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This book examines the concept of peace leadership, bringing together scholars and practitioners from both
peace and conflict studies and leadership studies. The volume assesses the activities of six peace
leaders, the place and role of women and youth in leading for peace, military peace leadership, Aboriginal
peace leadership, and theoretical frameworks that focus on notions of ecosystems, traits, and critical
care. It provides insights into how Peace Leaders work to transform inner and external blockages to peace,
construct social spaces for the development of a culture of peace, and sustain peace efforts through
deliberate educative strategies. Conceptually, the primary aim of this book is to obtain a better
understanding of peace leadership. Practically, this book presents one means of influencing our community
(communities) to face its problems for the sake of challenging and helping our readers to understand and
make progress on all that stands in the way of peace (connectedness). The contributions to this volume are
drawn together by the overarching aim of this volume, which addresses the following question: What are the
concerns, dilemmas, challenges, and opportunities for those who choose to lead and take risks for peace?
This book will be of much interest to students of peace studies, conflict resolution, leadership studies
and IR in general.
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How did the Cold War shape culture and political power in decolonizing countries and give rise to
authoritarian regimes in the so-called free world? Cold War Reckonings tells a new story about the Cold
War and the global shift from colonialism to independent nation-states. Assembling a body of transpacific
cultural works that speak to this historical conjuncture, Jini Kim Watson reveals autocracy to be not a
deficient form of liberal democracy, but rather the result of Cold War entanglements with decolonization.
Focusing on East and Southeast Asia, the book scrutinizes cultural texts ranging from dissident poetry,
fiction, and writers’ conference proceedings of the Cold War period, to more recent literature, graphic
novels, and films that retrospectively look back to these decades with a critical eye. Paying particular
attention to anti-communist repression and state infrastructures of violence, the book provides a
richaccount of several U.S.–allied Cold War regimes in the Asia Pacific, including the South Korean
military dictatorship, Marcos’ rule in the Philippines, illiberal Singapore under Lee Kuan Yew, and
Suharto’s Indonesia. Watson’s book argues that the cultural forms and narrative techniques that emerged
from the Cold War-decolonizing matrix offer new ways of comprehending these histories and connecting them
to our present. The book advances our understanding of the global reverberations of the Cold War and its
enduring influence on cultural and political formations in the Asia Pacific. Cold War Reckonings is
available from the publisher on an open-access basis.
Der Band wirft ein neues Licht auf die jüngsten Großmachtinitiativen der USA und China in Asien. Die
Autorinnen und Autoren untersuchen, welche Handlungsspielräume und Positionierungen sich für die süd-,
südost-, ost- und zentralasiatischen Regionalmächte gegenüber der US-amerikanischen Reorientierung und der
neuen chinesischen Seidenstraßeninitiative ergeben. Ihre Analysen zeigen aus unterschiedlichen
theoretischen Perspektiven, dass die Initiativen oft das sind, was die Staaten der Region daraus machen.
Dabei wird besonders deutlich, dass die Akzeptanz, Duldung oder Zurückweisung der Initiativen stark von
innenpolitischen Dynamiken abhängt. Die Beiträge zeigen auch, dass sowohl Demokratien als auch Autokratien
in der Region bemüht sind, ein Mindestmaß an Autonomie zu bewahren und sich nicht auf Dauer und
vorbehaltslos einer der beiden Großmächte anzuschließen.
Government wrongdoing or negligence harms people worldwide, but not all victims are equally effective at
obtaining redress. In Accidental Activists, Celeste L. Arrington examines the interactive dynamics of the
politics of redress to understand why not. Relatively powerless groups like redress claimants depend on
support from political elites, active groups in society, the media, experts, lawyers, and the interested
public to capture democratic policymakers’ attention and sway their decisions. Focusing on when and how
such third-party support matters, Arrington finds that elite allies may raise awareness about the victims’
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cause or sponsor special legislation, but their activities also tend to deter the mobilization of fellow
claimants and public sympathy. By contrast, claimants who gain elite allies only after the difficult and
potentially risky process of mobilizing societal support tend to achieve more redress, which can include
official inquiries, apologies, compensation, and structural reforms. Arrington draws on her extensive
fieldwork to illustrate these dynamics through comparisons of the parallel Japanese and South Korean
movements of victims of harsh leprosy control policies, blood products tainted by hepatitis C, and North
Korean abductions. Her book thereby highlights how citizens in Northeast Asia—a region grappling with how
to address Japan’s past wrongs—are leveraging similar processes to hold their own governments accountable
for more recent harms. Accidental Activists also reveals the growing power of litigation to promote policy
change and greater accountability from decision makers.
Cultures of Yusin examines the turbulent and yet deeply formative years of Park Chung Hee’s rule in South
Korea, focusing on the so-called Yusin era (1972–79). Beginning with the constitutional change that
granted dictatorial powers to the president and ending with his assassination, Yusin was a period of
extreme political repression coupled with widespread mobilization of the citizenry towards the statist
gospel of modernization and development. While much has been written about the political and economic
contours of this period, the rich complexity of its cultural production remains obscure. This edited
volume brings together a wide range of scholars to explore literature, film, television, performance,
music, and architecture, as well as practices of urban and financial planning, consumption, and
homeownership. Examining the plural forms of culture’s relationship to state power, the authors illuminate
the decade of the 1970s in South Korea and offer an essential framework for understanding contemporary
Korean society.
This book explores the variations in the transformation of the Asian developmental state in South Korea,
Singapore, and Taiwan. Based on an original theory, the author argues that these variations are influenced
by two factors: industrial structure and democratic transition, both of which are shaped by the strategic
calculations of the ruling elites to maintain power. The theory concerns two concurrent political
processes during the state’s development process, namely the emergence of economic interest groups with
varying levels of policy constraints on the state; and the process of democratic transition driven by the
rise of the middle class. The book will appeal to students and researchers in the fields of Asian
politics, development studies, political economy and comparative politics.
The Routledge Handbook of Modern Korean Literature provides a comprehensive overview of a Korean literary
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tradition, which is understood as a multifaceted nexus of practices, both homegrown and transnational. The
handbook discusses the perspectives from which modern Korean literature has thus far been defined,
analyzing which voices have been enunciated, underappreciated, or completely silenced and how we can
enrich our understanding of it. Taking up diverse transnational and interdisciplinary standpoints, this
volume aims to encourage readers not to treat modern Korean literature as a self-evident category but to
examine it anew as an uncultivated and uncharted space, unearthing its internal chasms and global
connections. Divided into five parts, the themes covered include the following: Literature and power
Borders and boundaries Rationality in literature and its limits Language, ethnicity, and translation
Korean literature in the changing mediascape. By introducing new conceptual paradigms to the field of
modern Korean literature, this book will appeal to students and scholars of Korean, East Asian, and world
literature alike.
To much of the world, North Korea is an impenetrable mystery, its inner workings unknown and its actions
toward the outside unpredictable and frequently provocative. Tyranny of the Weak reveals for the first
time the motivations, processes, and effects of North Korea’s foreign relations during the Cold War era.
Drawing on extensive research in the archives of North Korea’s present and former communist allies,
including the Soviet Union, China, and East Germany, Charles K. Armstrong tells in vivid detail how North
Korea managed its alliances with fellow communist states, maintained a precarious independence in the SinoSoviet split, attempted to reach out to the capitalist West and present itself as a model for Third World
development, and confronted and engaged with its archenemies, the United States and South Korea. From the
invasion that set off the Korean War in June 1950 to the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, Tyranny of
the Weak shows how—despite its objective weakness—North Korea has managed for much of its history to deal
with the outside world to its maximum advantage. Insisting on a path of "self-reliance" since the 1950s,
North Korea has continually resisted pressure to change from enemies and allies alike. A worldview formed
in the crucible of the Korean War and Cold War still maintains a powerful hold on North Korea in the
twenty-first century, and understanding those historical forces is as urgent today as it was sixty years
ago.
The University of Washington-Korea Studies Program, in collaboration with Rowman & Littlefield Publishers,
is proud to publish the Journal of Korean Studies. In 1979 Dr. James Palais (PhD Harvard 1968), former UW
professor of Korean History edited and published the first volume of the Journal of Korean Studies. For
thirteen years it was a leading academic forum for innovative, in-depth research on Korea. In 2004 former
editors Gi-Wook Shin and John Duncan revived this outstanding publication at Stanford University. In
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August 2008 editorial responsibility transferred back to the University of Washington. With the editorial
guidance of Clark Sorensen and Donald Baker, the Journal of Korean Studies (JKS) continues to be dedicated
to publishing outstanding articles, from all disciplines, on a broad range of historical and contemporary
topics concerning Korea. In addition the JKS publishes reviews of the latest Korea-related books. To
subscribe to the Journal of Korean Studies or order print back issues, please click here.
Nation building has been a ubiquitous component of American foreign policy during the last century. The
United States has attempted to create and sustain nation-states that advance its interests and embody its
ideals in places ranging from the Philippines to Vietnam to Iraq. At no time did Washington engage in
nation building more intensively than during the Cold War. The United States deemed capturing the
loyalties of the vast regions of the globe emerging from colonialism as crucial to the struggle against
Communism. To achieve this end it launched vast efforts to carve diverse parts of Asia, Africa, and Latin
America into reliable ''Free World'' allies. U.S. officials believed that, by providing the right kinds of
resources, they could stimulate economic development and democratization in regions where neither of these
phenomena had made significant inroads. This book examines one of the most extensive, costly, and arguably
successful of these efforts - South Korea. Throughout these chapters, I have sought to demonstrate the
agency of South Koreans in determining the ultimate impact of the United States on their society. To the
extent that the U.S. influence could be called hegemonic, American hegemony was a dialectical process that
Koreans played a significant role in shaping. To emphasize this point, I have approached the process of
nation building from both sides through the use of American and Korean sources. This analysis makes it
clear that the evolution of the South Korea we know today did not entirely reflect the will of Americans
or Koreans. It was achieved only through constant negotiation between the two. ----Preface
Social movements have shaped and are shaping modern societies around the globe; this is evident when we
look at examples such as the Arab Spring, Spain’s Indignados and the wider Occupy movement. In this
volume, experts analyse the ‘classic’ and new social movements from a uniquely global perspective and
offer insights in current theoretical discussions on social mobilisation. Chapters are devoted both to the
study of continental developments of social movements going back to the nineteenth century and ranging to
the present day, and to an emphasis on the transnational dimension of these movements. Interdisciplinary
and truly international, this book is an essential text on social movements for historians, political
scientists, sociologists, philosophers and social scientists.
Shin Sang-ok (1926–2006) was arguably the most important Korean filmmaker of the postwar era. Over seven
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decades, he directed or produced nearly 200 films, including A Flower in Hell (1958) and Pulgasari (1985),
and his career took him from late-colonial Korea to postwar South and North Korea to Hollywood.
Notoriously crossing over to the North in 1978, Shin made a series of popular films under Kim Jong-il
before seeking asylum in 1986 and resuming his career in South Korea and Hollywood. In Split Screen Korea,
Steven Chung illuminates the story of postwar Korean film and popular culture through the first in-depth
account in English of Shin’s remarkable career. Shin’s films were shaped by national division and Cold War
politics, but Split Screen Korea finds surprising aesthetic and political continuities across not only
distinct phases in modern South Korean history but also between South and North Korea. These are unveiled
most dramatically in analysis of the films Shin made on opposite sides of the DMZ. Chung explains how a
filmmaking sensibility rooted in the South Korean market and the global style of Hollywood could have been
viable in the North. Combining close readings of a broad range of films with research on the industrial
and political conditions of Korean film production, Split Screen Korea shows how cinematic styles, popular
culture, and intellectual discourse bridged the divisions of postwar Korea, raising new questions about
the implications of political partition.
This book reviews South Korea’s experiences of kŭndaehwa (modernization), or catching up with the West,
with a focus on three major historical projects, namely, expansion of new (Western) education,
industrialization and democratization. The kŭndaehwa efforts that began in the last quarter of the
nineteenth century have now fully transformed South Korea into an urban industrial society. In this book
we will explore the three major issues arising from the kundaehwa process in Korea: How was the historical
transformation made possible in the personalistic environment?; How personalistic is modern Korea?; And
how difficult is it to build an orderly public domain in the pesonalistic modern Korea and how do Koreans
respond to this dilemma of modernization? As an examination of modernization as well as Korea, this book
will appeal to students and scholars of Korean studies, sociology, politics and history.
How do dictators stay in power? When, and how, do they use repression to do so? Dictators and their Secret
Police explores the role of the coercive apparatus under authoritarian rule in Asia - how these secret
organizations originated, how they operated, and how their violence affected ordinary citizens. Greitens
argues that autocrats face a coercive dilemma: whether to create internal security forces designed to
manage popular mobilization, or defend against potential coup. Violence against civilians, she suggests,
is a byproduct of their attempt to resolve this dilemma. Drawing on a wealth of new historical evidence,
this book challenges conventional wisdom on dictatorship: what autocrats are threatened by, how they
respond, and how this affects the lives and security of the millions under their rule. It offers an
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unprecedented view into the use of surveillance, coercion, and violence, and sheds new light on the
institutional and social foundations of authoritarian power.
Known for its fresh approaches as well as for its complex theoretical foundations, postcolonial studies is
one of the most dynamic contributions to the field of biblical studies today. The present book is a
pedagogically structured introduction to this emerging field for both scholar and student.
Using social movements as a prism to illuminate the oft-hidden history of 20th-century Korea, this book
provides detailed analysis of major uprisings that have patterned that country’s politics and society.
From the 1894 Tonghak Uprising through the March 1, 1919, independence movement and anti-Japanese
resistance, a direct line is traced to the popular opposition to U.S. division of Korea after World War
Two. The overthrow of Syngman Rhee in 1960, resistance to Park Chung-hee, the 1980 Gwangju Uprising, as
well as student, labor, and feminist movements are all recounted with attention to their economic and
political contexts. South Korean opposition to neoliberalism is portrayed in detail, as is an analysis of
neoliberalism’s rise and effects. With a central focus on the Gwangju Uprising (that ultimately proved
decisive in South Korea’s democratization), the author uses Korean experiences as a baseboard to
extrapolate into the possibilities of global social movements in the 21st century. Previous Englishlanguage sources have emphasized leaders—whether Korean, Japanese, or American. This book emphasizes
grassroots crystallization of counter-elite dynamics and notes how the intelligence of ordinary people
surpasses that of political and economic leaders holding the reins of power. It is the first volume in a
two-part study that concludes by analyzing in rich detail uprisings in nine other places: the Philippines,
Burma, Tibet, China, Taiwan, Bangladesh, Nepal, Thailand, and Indonesia. Richly illustrated, with tables,
charts, graphs, index, and endnotes.
Handbook of Religion and the Asian City highlights the creative and innovative role of urban aspirations
in Asian world cities. It does not assume that religion is of the past and that the urban is secular, but
instead points out that urban politics and governance often manifest religious boundaries and
sensibilities—in short, that public religion is politics. The essays in this book show how projects of
secularism come up against projects and ambitions of a religious nature, a particular form of contestation
that takes the city as its public arena. Questioning the limits of cities like Mumbai, Singapore, Seoul,
Beijing, Bangkok, and Shanghai, the authors assert that Asian cities have to be understood not as global
models of futuristic city planning but as larger landscapes of spatial imagination that have specific
cultural and political trajectories. Religion plays a central role in the politics of heritage that is
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emerging from the debris of modernist city planning. Megacities are arenas for the assertion of national
and transnational aspirations as Asia confronts modernity. Cities are also sites of speculation, not only
for those who invest in real estate but also for those who look for housing, employment, and salvation. In
its potential and actual mobility, the sacred creates social space in which they all can meet. Handbook of
Religion and the Asian City makes the comparative case that one cannot study the historical patterns of
urbanization in Asia without paying attention to the role of religion in urban aspirations.
This in-depth exploration of culture, media, and protest follows South Korea’s transition from the Korean
War to the start of the political struggles and socioeconomic transformations of the Park Chung Hee era.
Although the post–Korean War years are commonly remembered as a time of crisis and disarray, Charles Kim
contends that they also created a formative and productive juncture in which South Koreans reworked
pre-1945 constructions of national identity to meet the political and cultural needs of postcolonial
nation-building. He explores how state ideologues and mainstream intellectuals expanded their efforts by
elevating the nation’s youth as the core protagonist of a newly independent Korea. By designating students
and young men and women as the hope and exemplars of the new nation-state, the discursive stage was set
for the remarkable outburst of the April Revolution in 1960. Kim’s interpretation of this seminal event
underscores student participants’ recasting of anticolonial resistance memories into South Korea’s
postcolonial politics. This pivotal innovation enabled protestors to circumvent the state’s official
anticommunism and, in doing so, brought about the formation of a culture of protest that lay at the heart
of the country’s democracy movement from the 1960s to the 1980s. The positioning of women as subordinates
in the nation-building enterprise is also shown to be a direct translation of postwar and Cold War
exigencies into the sphere of culture; this cultural conservatism went on to shape the terrain of gender
relations in subsequent decades. A meticulously researched cultural history, Youth for Nation illuminates
the historical significance of the postwar period through a rigorous analysis of magazines, films,
textbooks, archival documents, and personal testimonies. In addition to scholars and students of twentiethcentury Korea, the book will be welcomed by those interested in Cold War cultures, social movements, and
democratization in East Asia.
Now in a fully revised and updated edition including new primary sources and illustrations, this
comprehensive and balanced history of modern Korea explores the social, economic, and political issues it
has faced since being catapulted into the wider world at the end of the nineteenth century. Placing this
formerly insular society in a global context, Michael J. Seth describes how this ancient, culturally and
ethnically homogeneous society first fell victim to Japanese imperialist expansionism, and then was
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arbitrarily divided in half after World War II. Seth traces the postwar paths of the two Koreas—with
different political and social systems and different geopolitical orientations—as they evolved into
sharply contrasting societies. South Korea, after an unpromising start, became one of the few postcolonial
developing states to enter the ranks of the first world, with a globally competitive economy, a democratic
political system, and a cosmopolitan and dynamic culture. By contrast, North Korea became one of the
world's most totalitarian and isolated societies, a nuclear power with an impoverished and famine-stricken
population. Considering the radically different and historically unprecedented trajectories of the two
Koreas, Seth assesses the insights they offer for understanding not only modern Korea but the broader
perspective of world history. All readers looking for a balanced, knowledgeable history will be richly
rewarded with this clear and concise book.
As millions of women and girls left country towns to generate Korea’s manufacturing boom, the factory girl
emerged as an archetypal figure in twentieth-century popular culture. This book explores the factory girl
in Korean literature from the 1920s to the 1990s, showing the complex ways in which she has embodied the
sexual and class violence of industrial life.
The world was watching when footage of the "tank man" -- the lone Chinese citizen blocking the passage of
a column of tanks during the brutal 1989 crackdown on protesters in Beijing's Tiananmen Square -- first
appeared in the media. The furtive video is now regarded as an iconic depiction of a government's violence
against its own people. Throughout the twentieth century, states across East Asia committed many
relatively undocumented atrocities, with victims numbering in the millions. The contributors to this
insightful volume analyze many of the most notorious cases, including the Japanese army's Okinawan
killings in 1945, Indonesia's anticommunist purge in 1965--1968, Thailand's Red Drum incinerations in
1972--1975, Cambodia's Khmer Rouge massacre in 1975--1978, Korea's Kwangju crackdown in 1980, the
Philippines' Mendiola incident in 1987, Myanmar's suppression of the democratic movement in 1988, and
China's Tiananmen incident. With in-depth investigation of events that have long been misunderstood or
kept hidden from public scrutiny, State Violence in East Asia provides critical insights into the
political and cultural dynamics of state-sanctioned violence and discusses ways to prevent it in the
future.
Dynamic and meticulously researched, A History of Korea continues to be one of the leading introductory
textbooks on Korean history. Assuming no prior knowledge, Hwang guides readers from early state formation
and the dynastic eras to the modern experience in both North and South Korea. Structured around episodic
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accounts, each chapter begins by discussing a defining moment in Korean history in context, with an
extensive examination of how the events and themes under consideration have been viewed up to the present
day. By engaging with recurring themes such as collective identity, external influence, social hierarchy,
family and gender, the author introduces the major historical events, patterns and debates that have
shaped both North and South Korea over the past 1500 years. This textbook is essential reading for
undergraduate and postgraduate students of Korean or Asian history. The first half of the book covers
pre-20th century history, and the second half the modern era, making it ideal for survey courses.
Igniting the Internet is one of the first books to examine in depth the development and consequences of
Internet-born politics in the twenty-first century. It takes up the new wave of South Korean youth
activism that originated online in 2002, when the country’s dynamic cyberspace transformed a vehicular
accident involving two U.S. servicemen into a national furor that compelled many Koreans to reexamine the
fifty-year relationship between the two countries. Responding to the accident, which ended in the deaths
of two high school students, technologically savvy youth went online to organize demonstrations that grew
into nightly rallies across the nation. Internet-born, youth-driven mass protest has since become a
familiar and effective repertoire for activism in South Korea, even as the rest of the world has struggled
to find its feet with this emerging model of political involvement. Igniting the Internet focuses on the
cultural dynamics that have allowed the Internet to bring issues rapidly to public attention and exert
influence on both domestic and international politics. The author combines a robust analysis of online
communities with nuanced interview data to theorize a “cultural ignition process”—the mechanisms and
implications for popular politics in volatile Internet-driven activism—in South Korea and beyond. She
offers a unique perspective on how local actors experience and remember the cultural dynamics of Internetborn activism and how these experiences shape the political identities of a generation who has essentially
come of age in cyberspace, the so-called digital natives or millennials. South Korea’s debates on the
nature of youth-driven Internet protest reverberated around the world following the events in Tahrir
Square in 2010 and Zuccotti Park in 2011. Igniting the Internetoffers numerous points of comparison with
countries following a path of technological development and urban youth formation similar to that of South
Korea with a thorough consideration of general structural changes and locally specific triggers for
Internet activism. Readers interested in social movement theory and new media in social context as well as
students and scholars of Korean studies will find the work both far-reaching and insightful.
“This is a must-read book for anyone searching for insight into the peace process of the divided Korean
peninsula. As a peace researcher and activist, the author highlights the role of civil society in making
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peacebuilding possible and sustainable on the Korean peninsula. This volume opens a new horizon to the
study of peace and conflict.” —Koo, Kab Woo, Professor, University of North Korean Studies “This book
makes an enormous contribution to our understanding of the dynamics of peace and conflict on the Korean
peninsula and expands our understanding of the requirements of sustainable peacebuilding. The emphasis on
the role of civil society as part of an inclusive approach to strategic peacebuilding is especially
helpful.”—Iain Atack, Assistant Professor in International Peace Studies, Trinity College Dublin “This
expertly crafted book makes an original contribution to understanding peacebuilding theory and the
critical role of civil society in strategic peacebuilding. It offers valuable lessons and hope for
peaceful transformation of the Korean conflict as well as the negotiation of a sustainable peace in other
protracted conflict settings.”—Wendy Lambourne, Senior Lecturer, Department of Peace and Conflict Studies,
University of Sydney The Post-Cold War era witnessed a dramatic rise in breakthroughs for peace processes,
including the Korean peninsula, between parties mired in protracted conflict. However, many such processes
broke down within a short period of time. This book explores the possibilities for comprehensive and
sustainable peacebuilding strategy in the Korean peace process, beyond reaching an agreement, by reviewing
diverse peacebuilding activities from government and civil society.
Zwischen den 1890er-und den 1940er-Jahren wuchs die Zahl der Christen in Korea rapide an. Das koreanische
Christentum - so die These dieses Buches - stellte eine erfolgreiche Verbindung zwischen einem modernen
Image des Christentums und einer spezifischen Gemeinschaftsform her, die in der Lage war, die alltäglichen
Bedürfnisse der Einheimischen zu befriedigen. Diese Gemeinschaft wurde im Rahmen der christlichen
Weltmission und des Konzepts einer universalisierten Weltkirche möglich, die bestimmte Werte propagierte.
Die Beziehung zu einem Dritten, jenseits der Kolonisierer, bot den kolonisierten Gläubigen zugleich eine
politische Alternative zum Kolonialstaat. Lees hellsichtige Analyse der Funktion und Praxis der religiösen
Gemeinschaft im kolonialen Alltag eröffnet somit neue Perspektiven auf die Säkularisierungsthese und die
Kolonialismusdebatte.
Nationalism appears to be rising in a renascent Asia and stoking tensions, aspirations, and identity
politics while amplifying grievances and raising questions about prospects in what is touted as the Asian
century. This book provides a broad overview and introduction to nationalism in Asia. Leading experts in
their fields succinctly convey key information and critical analysis useful to students in a range of
courses across disciplines. Part I presents thematic chapters, mostly cross-national studies, that
elucidate the roots and consequences of nationalism in these societies and the varying challenges they
confront. Part II presents concise country case studies in Asia, providing an overview of what is driving
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contemporary nationalism and surveys the domestic and international implications. Approaching Asia from
the perspective of nationalism facilitates a comparative, interdisciplinary analysis that helps readers
better understand each society and what the ramifications of nationalism are for contemporary Asians, and
the worlds that they (and we) participate in. Asian Nationalisms Reconsidered is an invaluable textbook
for undergraduate courses and graduate seminars related to international relations, Asian Studies,
political science, government, foreign policy, peace and conflict, and nationalism.
Korea's twin transitions – agrarian to industrial and industrial to post-industrial – transformed the
country's political economy. Moving away from the traditional focus on aspects such as market, culture,
and colonialism, the author argues that Korea's 'second state' was revitalized through the 'people's
movement' and 'citizens movement'.
Morgan and his contributors develop the concept of the Information Regime as a way to understand the use,
abuse, and control of information in East Asia during the Cold War period. During the Cold War, war itself
was changing, as was statecraft. Information emerged as the most valuable commodity, becoming the key
component of societies across the globe. This was especially true in East Asia, where the military
alliances forged in the wake of World War II were put to the most severe of tests. These tests came in the
form of adversarial relations between the United States and the Soviet Union, as well as pressures within
their alliances, which eventually caused the People’s Republic of China to break with from Moscow, while
Japan for a time during the 1950s and 1660s seemed poised to move away from Washington. More important
than military might, or economic influence, was the creation of "information regimes" – swathes of
territory where a paradigm, ideology, or political arrangement obtained. Information regimes are not
necessarily state-centric and many of the contributors to this book focus on examples which were not so.
Such a focus allows us to see that the East Asian Cold War was not really "cold" at all, but was the
epicentre of an active, contentious birth of information as the defining element of human interaction.
This book is a valuable resource for historians of East Asia and of developments in information management
in the twentieth century.
In this sweeping intellectual and cultural history of the minjung ("common people's") movement in South
Korea, Namhee Lee shows how the movement arose in the 1970s and 1980s in response to the repressive
authoritarian regime and grew out of a widespread sense that the nation's "failed history" left Korean
identity profoundly incomplete. The Making of Minjung captures the movement in its many dimensions,
presenting its intellectual trajectory as a discourse and its impact as a political movement, as well as
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raising questions about how intellectuals represented the minjung. Lee's portrait is based on a wide range
of sources: underground pamphlets, diaries, court documents, contemporary newspaper reports, and
interviews with participants. Thousands of students and intellectuals left universities during this period
and became factory workers, forging an intellectual-labor alliance perhaps unique in world history. At the
same time, minjung cultural activists reinvigorated traditional folk theater, created a new "minjung
literature," and influenced religious practices and academic disciplines. In its transformative scope, the
minjung phenomenon is comparable to better-known contemporaneous movements in South Africa, Latin America,
and Eastern Europe. Understanding the minjung movement is essential to understanding South Korea's recent
resistance to U.S. influence. Along with its well-known economic transformation, South Korea has also had
a profound social and political transformation. The minjung movement drove this transformation, and this
book tells its story comprehensively and critically.
Debatten über das nation-building im 20. Jahrhundert konzentrieren sich in der Regel auf Staaten, die sich
nach Kriegen oder während der Dekolonisation neu konstituierten. Die zurückbleibenden (Teil-)Staaten und
Gesellschaften standen jedoch ihrerseits vor der Aufgabe, multidimensionale Verlusterfahrungen in das
überkommene Selbstverständnis zu integrieren oder ihre Identität auf neuer Grundlage zu definieren. Der
Band stellt diese Prozesse in den Mittelpunkt. Methodisch vielfältig und international vergleichend wird
der Umgang mit nationalen Verlusten in verschiedenen Regionen Europas und Asiens analysiert, etwa in
Deutschland und Korea, Aserbaidschan und Indonesien. Diese neue Sicht ermöglicht es, jene Bedingungen und
Mechanismen von nationalen Identitätsbrüchen aufzuzeigen, die in historischen und auch in aktuellen
Krisengebieten eine große Rolle spielen.
Beginning in the mid-nineteenth century when Korea became entangled in the world of modern imperialism and
the old social, economic and political order began to change; this handbook brings together cutting edge
scholarship on major themes in Korean History. Contributions by experts in the field cover the Late Choson
and Colonial periods, Korea’s partition and the diverging paths of North and South Korea. Topics covered
include: The division of Korea Religion Competing imperialisms Economic change War and rebellions
Nationalism Gender North Korea Under Kim Jong Il Global Korea The Handbook provides a stimulating
introduction to the most important themes within the subject area, and is an invaluable reference work for
any student and researcher of Korean History.
Sunja und ihre Söhne leben als koreanische Einwanderer in Japan wie Menschen zweiter Klasse. Während Sunja
versucht, sich abzufinden, fordern Noa und Mozasu ihr Schicksal heraus. Der eine schafft es an die besten
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Universitäten des Landes, den anderen zieht es in die Spielhallen der kriminellen Unterwelt der Yakuza.
This is a unique and definitive study to reassess the complex dynamics of US-Korea diplomatic relations
during the Reagan presidency. It examines the goals, methods, and legacy of Reagan’s policy toward Korea
with emphasis on the realities of alliance politics and the tactics of quiet diplomacy. It questions a
widely held view that Reagan showed simplistic, inattentive, and rigid approaches toward foreign affairs,
arguing that his actual policy, as demonstrated in the Korea case, was more sophisticated, nuanced, and
pragmatic than commonly assumed. Based on a vast amount of confidential diplomatic documents, especially
in Korean, and interviews the author has conducted with US and Korean leaders, Lee sheds new light on
Reagan's role in promoting democratization in South Korea as well as his engagement with North Korea.
South Korea is home to one of the most vibrant film industries in the world today, producing movies for a
strong domestic market that are also drawing the attention of audiences worldwide. This book presents a
comprehensive analysis of some of the most well-known and incendiary South Korean films of the millennial
decade from nine major directors. Building his analysis on contemporary film theory and philosophy, as
well as interviews and other primary sources, Steve Choe makes a case that these often violent films pose
urgent ethical dilemmas central to life in the age of neoliberal globalization.
The-five volume Oxford History of Protestant Dissenting Traditions series is governed by a motif of
migration ('out-of-England'). It first traces organized church traditions that arose in Britain and
Ireland as Dissenters distanced themselves from a state church defined by diocesan episcopacy, the Book of
Common Prayer, the Thirty-Nine Articles, and Royal Supremacy, but then follows those traditions as they
spread beyond Britain and Ireland—and also analyses newer traditions that emerged downstream in other
parts of the world from earlier forms of Dissent. Secondly, it does the same for the doctrines, church
practices, stances toward state and society, attitudes toward Scripture, and characteristic patterns of
organization that also originated in earlier British and Irish dissent, but that have often defined a
trajectory of influence independent of ecclesiastical organizations. The Oxford History of Protestant
Dissenting Traditions, Volume V follows the spatial, cultural, and intellectual changes in dissenting
identity and practice in the twentieth century, as these once European traditions globalized. While in
Europe dissent was often against the religious state, dissent in a globalizing world could redefine itself
against colonialism or other secular and religious monopolies. The contributors trace the encounters of
dissenting Protestant traditions with modernity and globalization; changing imperial politics; challenges
to biblical, denominational, and pastoral authority; local cultures and languages; and some of the
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century's major themes, such as race and gender, new technologies, and organizational change. In so doing,
they identify a vast array of local and globalizing illustrations which will enliven conversations about
the role of religion, and in particular Christianity.
Now in a fully revised and updated edition including new primary sources and illustrations, this
comprehensive book surveys Korean history from Neolithic times to the present. Michael J. Seth explores
the origins and development of Korean society, politics, and still little-known cultural heritage from
their inception to the two Korean states of today. Telling the remarkable story of the origins and
evolution of a society that borrowed and adopted from abroad, Seth describes how various tribal peoples in
the peninsula came together to form one of the world’s most distinctive communities. He shows how this
ancient, culturally and ethnically homogeneous society was wrenched into the world of late-nineteenthcentury imperialism, fell victim to Japanese expansionism, and then became arbitrarily divided into two
opposed halves, North and South, after World War II. Tracing the post-war years since 1945, the book
explains how the two Koreas, with their deeply different political and social systems and geopolitical
orientations, evolved into sharply contrasting societies. South Korea, after an unpromising start, became
one of the few postcolonial developing states to enter the ranks of the first world, with a globally
competitive economy, a democratic political system, and a cosmopolitan and dynamic culture. North Korea,
by contrast, became one of the world’s most totalitarian and isolated societies, a nuclear power with an
impoverished and famine-stricken population. Seth describes and analyzes the radically different and
historically unprecedented trajectories of the two Koreas, formerly one tight-knit society. Throughout, he
adds a rare dimension by placing Korean history into broader global perspective. All readers looking for a
balanced, knowledgeable history will be richly rewarded with this clear and concise book.
South Korean cinema is a striking example of non-Western contemporary cinematic success. Thanks to the
increasing numbers of moviegoers and domestic films produced, South Korea has become one of the world’s
major film markets. In 2001, the South Korean film industry became the first in recent history to reclaim
its domestic market from Hollywood and continues to maintain around a 50 percent market share today. Highquality South Korean films are increasingly entering global film markets and connecting with international
audiences in commercial cinemas and art theatres, and at major international film festivals. Despite this
growing recognition of the films themselves, Korean cinema’s rich heritage has not heretofore received
significant scholarly attention in English-language publications. This groundbreaking collection of thirtyfive essays by a wide range of academic specialists situates current scholarship on Korean cinema within
the ongoing theoretical debates in contemporary global film studies. Chapters explore key films of Korean
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cinema, from Sweet Dream, Madame Freedom, The Housemaid, and The March of Fools to Oldboy, The Host, and
Train to Busan, as well as major directors such as Shin Sang-ok, Kim Ki-young, Im Kwon-taek, Bong Joon-ho,
Hong Sang-soo, Park Chan-wook, and Lee Chang-dong. While the chapters provide in-depth analyses of
particular films, together they cohere into a detailed and multidimensional presentation of Korean
cinema’s cumulative history and broader significance. With its historical and critical scope, abundance of
new research, and detailed discussion of important individual films, Rediscovering Korean Cinema is at
once an accessible classroom text and a deeply informative compendium for scholars of Korean and East
Asian studies, cinema and media studies, and communications. It will also be an essential resource for
film industry professionals and anyone interested in international cinema.
In the decades after World War II, tens of thousands of soldiers and civilian contractors across Asia and
the Pacific found work through the U.S. military. Recently liberated from colonial rule, these workers
were drawn to the opportunities the military offered and became active participants of the U.S. empire,
most centrally during the U.S. war in Vietnam. Simeon Man uncovers the little-known histories of
Filipinos, South Koreans, and Asian Americans who fought in Vietnam, revealing how U.S. empire was
sustained through overlapping projects of colonialism and race making. Through their military deployments,
Man argues, these soldiers took part in the making of a new Pacific world—a decolonizing Pacific—in which
the imperatives of U.S. empire collided with insurgent calls for decolonization, producing often
surprising political alliances, imperial tactics of suppression, and new visions of radical democracy.
A combination of economic transformation, political transitions and changes in media have substantially,
if incrementally, altered the terrain for political participation globally, particularly in Asia, home to
several of the most dramatic such shifts over the past two decades. This book explores political
participation in Asia and how democracy and authoritarianism function under neoliberal economic relations.
It examines changes that coincide seemingly perversely with a participation explosion: with mass street
protests and ‘occupations’, energetic online contention, movements of students and workers, mobilization
for and against democracy and more. Organized thematically in three parts – political participation in a
‘post-democratic’ context, changes in the scope and character of political space and the policing of that
space – this book analyzes economic, regime and media shifts and how they function in tandem and both
within and across states. Closely integrated, comparative and theoretically driven, this book will be of
interest to scholars and practitioners in the fields of civil society, contentious politics or social
movements, democratization, political economy/development, media and communications, political geography,
sociology, comparative politics and Asian politics.
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